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(This is just a translation, in case of interpretative conflicts, the Italian text approved by ACI SPORT will prevail) 
 
SPECIFICATION OF ART. 11 AWARDS OF THE 2022 ROK CUP SPORTING REGULATION 
 
ROK CUP ITALIA  
-In each single race of the ROK CUP ITALIA, for each category, the following drivers will be awarded with 
honour prizes: 

- the first 3 classified drivers in RACE 1 
- the first 3 classified drivers in RACE 2 

 
There will also be an additional prize in each category for each single race, based on a dedicated ranking, 
which will be drawn up by adding the results of each driver in race 1 and race 2*. 
The following prizes will be awarded: 
- 3 sets of LeVanto tyres and 12lt ENI KART 2T Racing Oil to the 1st classified 
- 2 sets of LeVanto tyres to the 2nd classified 
- 1 set of LeVanto tyres to the 3rd classified 
 
*the scores awarded in race 1 and race 2 will be the same. The scores chart used is the one mentioned in art. 
6 of Rok Cup Sporting Regulation with the only difference that the scores, which are usually assigned to 
race-2 will be awarded for both races. 
 
-The final classification of the ROK CUP ITALIA Championship of each category will have the following 
awards: 
1st classified:  Trophy and participation in the 2022 ROK CUP SUPERFINAL as Qualified Driver* in the 

Rok category the driver races in 
 *(ROK CUP SUPERFINAL Qualified Driver is entitled to: free entry and slick tyres voucher 

for the race; 2 overnight stays in a partner hotel and ticket lunch) 
2nd classified: Trophy 
3rd classified: Trophy 
 
ROK CUP SOUTH 
-In each single race of the ROK CUP SOUTH, for each category, the following drivers will be awarded with 
honour prizes: 

- the first 3 classified drivers in final 
 
-The final classification of the ROK CUP SOUTH Championship of each category will have the following 
awards: 
1st classified:  Trophy, reserved place and free entry to the 2022 ROK CUP SUPERFINAL in the Rok 

category the driver races in. 
2nd classified: Trophy 
3rd classified: Trophy 
 
ROK CUP WINTER TROPHY 
The final classification of the ROK CUP WINTER TROPHY will have the following awards: 

1st classified: Trophy, engine of the Rok category the driver races in and participation in the 2022 ROK 
CUP SUPERFINAL as Qualified Driver* in the Rok category the driver races in  

 *(ROK CUP SUPERFINAL Qualified Driver is entitled to: free entry and slick tyres 
voucher for the race; 2 overnight stays in a partner hotel and ticket lunch) 

2nd classified: Trophy and 3 sets of LeVanto slick tyres 
3rd classified: Trophy and 2 sets of LeVanto slick tyres 
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ROK CUP CHALLENGE 
-In each single race of the ROK CUP CHALLENGE, for each category, the following drivers will be awarded 
with honour prizes: 

- the first 3 classified drivers in final 


